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Arts & Life food 1/2/2020 0:51:44 noon

Have we reached peak 

brewery?

A crushing defeat for the 

Seahawks. The memoir of an 

almost ballerina. Why does 

Seattle love breweries so 

much? And how do they set up 

all those fireworks on the 

Space Needle?

Bill Radke

Politics and 

government social media 1/2/2020 0:19:00 noon

How to rethink gendered 

insults

The author of Wordslut on 

reclaiming the English 

language. Washington state's 

new 2020 laws. And how to 

pay less attention to your 

phone.

Bill Radke

Immigration 

and refugees

law and 

courts 1/3/2020 1:15:04

7pm & 

11pm

Migrants: Locked up and 

forgotten? Not by This 

immigration lawyer. 

 According to immigration 

lawyer Caesar Cuauhtemoc 

Garcia Hernandez, the 

dissolving of immigration 

prisons in the US is a good first 

step towards mending our 

immigration system.

Sonya Harris

Arts & Life libraries 1/3/2020 0:04:26 3-6:30pm

51,000 library accounts 

were unblocked in Seattle 

today

Starting Thursday, Jan. 2, the 

Seattle Public Library will no 

longer charge fees for overdue 

books and other media.

Isolde Raftery
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Politics and 

government transportation 1/3/2020 0:52:16 noon

Firework failures and the 

new legislature this week

Bill Radke review the week's 

news with Joni Balter, host of 

the Seattle Channel's Civic 

Cocktail, Brandi Kruse, 

correspondant at Q13 News, 

Bill Radke, 

Sarah 

Leibovitz

Immigration 

and Refugees politics 1/6/2020 0:04:20 5-9am

WA legislators push back 

against Border 

Protection's detention of 

Iranian-Americans

Washington Representative 

Pramila Jayapal and Governor 

Jay Inslee said they stand in 

solidarity with an estimated 

150 Iranian Americans who 

were stopped at the US--

Canadian Border this weekend.

Esmy Jimenez

Arts & Life development 1/7/2020 0:04:56 5-9am

Here's what Seattle's new 

neighborhood could look 

like

Construction could begin as 

soon as 7 years from now, 

depending on how soon the 

Washington National Guard 

vacates its 25 acres in Seattle's 

Interbay neighborhood.

Joshua 

McNichols

Arts & Life politics 1/8/2020 0:51:00 noon Why we love board games

Why people in the Puget 

Sound love to board game. Will 

we see a Senate impeachment 

trial this month? And one 

advocate's call for 

Revolutionary Love.

Bill Radke

Arts & Life culture 1/8/2020 1:15:59

7pm & 

11pm

Everyday superheroes tell 

their stories Ignite Seattle always inspires John O'Brien
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Politics and 

government history 1/8/2020 0:50:34 noon

A trip to the Seattle 

archives

An adventure to the Seattle of 

yesteryear. The region's plan 

to fight homelessness. What 

you should know about 

avalanches. And saying 

goodbye to the artistic 

directors of Book-It Repertory 

Theatre. Bill Radke

Education vaccines 1/9/2020 0:04:20 3-6:30pm

Seattle Schools to turn 

away nearly 1,000 

students missing vaccine 

records

Seattle Public Schools plans to 

turn away students who have 

not met vaccination 

requirements today.

Ann Dornfeld

Arts & Life museums 1/9/2020 0:51:03 noon

Should museums take 

corporate money?

When should museums turn 

down big money? How can you 

keep hackers from getting into 

your security camera? Why did 

the Scandies Rose sink? And 

what is it like to be Seahawks 

QB Russell Wilson?

Bill Radke

Arts & Life culture 1/10/2020 0:04:23 5-9am

Marcie Sillman's weekend 

culture picks January 10-

12, 2020

Many of us are still recovering 

from holiday overload, but if 

you're in the mood for a 

cultural outing, KUOW's arts 

and culture reporter Marcie 

Sillman offers these 

suggestions. Marcie 

Sillman
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Politics and 

government primary 1/10/2020 0:05:51 3-6:30

Friday Politics: WA's 'Little 

Tuesday' primary will 

matter this year

Patricia Murphy talks with 

political analysts Joni Balter 

and C.R. Douglas about 

Washington's presidential 

primary, happening on March 

10 this year. Patricia 

Murphy

Politics and 

government government 1/10/2020 0:52:11 noon

City growth and city snow 

this week

Bill Radke review the week's 

news with Eli Sanders, 

associate editor at The 

Stranger, Ashley Archibald, 

reporter for Real Change 

News, and Karen Weise, tech 

correspondent for the New 

York Times.

Bill Radke, 

Sarah 

Leibovitz

Politics and 

government elections 1/13/2020 0:03:34 5-9am

Seattle looks at new 

spending limits on 

corporate election cash

Angela King talks with KUOW 

Politics and government 

reporter David Hyde about a 

new proposal to limit 

contributions from 'foreign-

influenced corporations.' Angela King, 

David Hyde

Arts & Life technology 1/13/2020 0:50:45 noon

SNL comedian reckons 

with character, 'Pat'

Comedian Julia Sweeney 

reflects on her androgynous 

character. The strangest 

technology ideas at this year's 

Consumer Electronics Show. 

Who got snubbed an Oscar 

nomination. And the true story 

of a Lynnwood rape case.

Bill Radke
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Arts & Life tax 1/14/2020 0:51:39 noon Old tax, new name

Return of the head tax. 

Amazon money might come 

through that, but not through 

city council elections. An 

updated anthology of Asian 

literature that seeks to rectify 

past issues. And the end of the 

Seahawks' run.

Bill Radke

Law and 

courts politics 1/15/2020 0:04:15 3-6:30pm

Chamber of Commerce 

says Seattle's new 

campaign spending law is 

motivated by politics

Kim Malcolm talks with 

Markham McIntyre, chief of 

staff for the Seattle 

Metropolitan Chamber of 

Commerce. Kim Malcolm, 

Andy Hurst

Agriculture 

and 

environment climate 1/15/2020 0:04:24 3-6:30pm

Hey KUOW. Why a 

contest for The Biggest 

Carbon Loser?

The earth's climate, as you may 

have heard, is pretty messed 

up right now. Megacities 

flooding, a continent afire, etc. 

And it's heading into much 

more dangerous territory.

John Ryan

Arts & Life nature 1/15/2020 0:50:43 noon

A city engulfed in snow -

for good

A historic avalanche. What 

happens when you can't come 

in from the cold. How to raise a 

reader. And the eventful 

legislative session that just 

began.

Bill Radke
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Agriculture 

and 

environment carbon 1/15/2020 0:04:24 3-6:30pm

Meet the contestants! 

Three KUOW listeners 

battle to become the 

Biggest Carbon Loser

Three contestants. Two 

months. One planet. A lot of 

carbon.

Kristin Leong

Health homelessness 1/16/2020 0:03:59 5-9am

Sleeping outside in the 

snow

This week was freezing in 

Seattle. Hundreds of people 

experiencing homelessness 

slept inside emergency severe 

weather shelters opened by 

the city and King County. But 

some chose to stay outside 

even as snow fell and 

temperatures dropped to the 

low 30s. Kate Walters, 

Casey Martin

Arts & Life culture 1/16/2020 0:08:00 noon

Julia Sweeney, is pro-

androgyny but not quite 

ready to apologize about 

Pat

Actress Julia Sweeney played 

Pat, a socially awkward and 

androgynous  on Saturday 

Night Live in the 1990s. Pat's 

coworkers struggled to figure 

out Pat's gender- male, 

female?

Critics say Pat was cartoonish 

and dehumanizing. Here's 

Sweeney's take on her 

character, as told to host Bill 

Radke.

Bill Radke
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Arts & Life technology 1/16/2020 0:50:22 noon

In the rush to shade 

Amazon, have we 

forgotten about 

Microsoft?

Why people see the two tech 

giants in different lights. Why 

the snow forecast was so 

extravagantly wrong. And why 

you might choose to continue 

sleeping outside, despite the 

cold.

Bill Radke

Health vaping 1/17/2020 0:04:27 5-9am

How's That Vape Ban 

Going? Hear from High 

schoolers

Washington State banned 

flavored vaping products in 

October 2019. According to the 

Washington state Department 

of Health, most shop owners 

are complying. But local teens 

are still finding ways to get the 

products. Sonya Harris

Technology digital privacy 1/17/2020 0:22:29 noon

Microsoft President Brad 

Smith on consumer 

privacy

Brad Smith's new book is Tools 

and Weapons: The Promise 

and the Peril of the Digital Age, 

co-authored with Carol Ann 

Browne. Bill Radke, 

Alison Bruzek
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Arts & Life culture 1/17/2020 0:04:11 3-6:30pm

Marcie Sillman's weekend 

culture picks, January 17-

20, 2020

Seattle-area cultural 

organizations offer a wealth of 

activities this weekend to 

honor slain civil rights leader 

Dr. Martin Luther King Junior, 

plus new dance and theater.

KUOW's Arts and Culture 

reporter Marcie Sillman share 

some of the highlights. Marcie 

Sillman

Arts & Life

kids and 

parenting 1/17/2020 1:03:12

7pm & 

11pm

Fretting about your kids 

not reading enough? 

These NYT editors offer 

their counsel.

Raising children in a time when 

technological advances skew 

traditional modes of learning 

can be challenging. But many 

children prefer screen 

technology to books. Before 

you're tempted to take away 

the tech to boost a young 

child's vocabulary, you might 

want to listen to what New 

York Time's editors Maria 

Russo and Pamela Paul have to 

say.

Sonya Harris
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Law and 

courts environment 1/17/2020 0:03:36 3-6:30pm

Washington Supreme 

Court puts limits on 

Inslee's carbon plan

The Supreme Court of 

Washington State has knocked 

down a portion of Gov. Jay 

Inslee's carbon cap plan, 

placing limits on which 

companies can be subject to 

the plan. Associated Press 

reporter Gene Johnson 

explains.

KUOW STAFF

Politics and 

government legislature 1/17/2020 0:04:58 5-9am

What Washington 

lawmakers were up to 

during their first week in 

session

Washington state lawmakers 

have been on the job for one 

week now. The start of 2020 

was filled with historical 

moments and and hearings on 

a range of issues. Austin 

Jenkins

Politics and 

government government 1/17/2020 0:51:40 noon

New names, new bills, 

and newly empty 

restaurants this week

Bill Radke reviews the week's 

news with Erica C Barnett of 

The C is for Crank, Allison 

Williams, senior editor of 

Seattle Met, and Charles 

Mudede, writer for The 

Stranger.

Bill Radke, 

Sarah 

Leibovitz

Law police 1/17/2020 0:04:19 3-6:30pm

Seattle Police officer fired 

over derogatory 

Instagram posts

Seattle Police Chief identifies, 

denounces officer fired for 

social media posts. Kim Malcolm, 

Amy Radil
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Arts & Life homeless 1/17/2020 0:18:10 noon Being homeless in Seattle

Joshua Tritt has been homeless 

for 28 years. He shared his 

story with host Bill Radke.

Bill Radke, 

Sarah 

Leibovitz

Politics and 

government politics 1/17/2020 0:03:18 3-6:30pm

For Latino Leaders event 

in Seattle, a bipartisan 

lineup and 'blunt 

conversation.'

Bipartisan social events seem 

increasingly rare these days. So 

the lineup is striking for the 

Center for Latino Leadership 

gala in Seattle. 

Amy Radil

Arts & Life MLK 1/20/2020 0:50:28

7pm & 

11pm MLK Day Show

We know public radio has a 

long way to go to make sure 

the voices you hear on the air 

reflect the diversity of our 

listeners.

So today, we're passing the 

mic. Zaki Barak 

Hamid

Business, 

economics, 

and finance gender bias 1/21/2020 0:35:39

7pm & 

11pm

Be prepared. Mission-

driven advocacy, Female 

Firebrand-style

Mikaela Kiner discusses 

responding to bias and being 

an advocate for women in the 

work setting.

John O'Brien

Politics and 

government education 1/22/2020 1:04:25 noon

Go west, young man, but 

elope with the Senator's 

daughter first

Steve Inskeep explores the life 

and times of Jessie and John 

Fremont

John O'Brien

Education abuse 1/23/2020 0:05:00 5-9am

Seattle Schools knew 

these teachers abused 

kids-and let them keep 

teaching

On a rainy morning two years 

ago, James Johnson, a Seattle 

teacher, punched an eighth 

grader in the jaw.

Ann Dornfeld
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Arts & Life culture 1/24/2020 0:04:26 5-9am

Marcie Sillman's weekend 

culture picks, January 24-

26

This weekend people around 

the world celebrate the lunar 

new year; in China, it's the 

start of the Year of the Rat. 

Here in the Pacific Northwest 

you can observe the holiday at 

a number of gatherings.

KUOW's Arts and Culture 

reporter Marcie Sillman offers 

these suggestions for new year 

festivities plus a few other 

weekend cultural offerings. Marcie 

Sillman

Crime police 1/24/2020 0:04:22 3-6:30pm

How can 3rd and Pine 

become safer? Seattle's 

former police chief has 

some ideas

Kim Malcolm talks with 

Seattle's former interim police 

chief Jim Pugel about the 

recent fatal shootings in 

downtown Seattle.

Kim Malcolm, 

Andy Hurst

Politics and 

government housing 1/27/2020 0:04:19 3-6:30pm

Seattle's hidden housing 

crisis: Middle-class 

workers forced out 

Kara Peters is a third-

generation Washingtonian 

who grew up in West Seattle. 

But unlike her parents and 

grandparents, Peters can't 

afford a house in Seattle, 

despite the fact that she's got a 

good-paying job.  

David Hyde
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Education abuse 1/27/2020 0:04:35 5-9am

A Kent teacher who 

tweeted hateful racist 

messages kept her job

Things did not feel right in 

teacher Rafaela Kayryakoff's 

first-grade classroom at 

Meridian Elementary School in 

Kent.

Ann Dornfeld

Arts & Life food 1/27/2020 0:04:14 3-6:30pm

This Seattle support group 

is helping people in the 

food business stay sober

Dry January is a time when 

many people abstain from 

drinking alcohol for a month. 

But for some, maintaining 

sobriety is a lifelong effort. For 

people working in the food and 

hospitality business, staying 

sober can be especially tough. 

The industry has one of the 

highest rates of substance 

abuse, according to the 

National Survey on Drug Use 

and Health.

Ruby de Luna

Politics and 

government guns 1/27/2020 0:52:02 noon

Deadly shootings and 

deadly viruses this week

Bill Radke reviews the week's 

news with Erica C Barnett of 

The C is for Crank, Crosscut 

reporter David Kroman, and 

Crosscut audience engagement 

manager Mohammed Kloub.

Bill Radke, 

Sarah 

Leibovitz
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Education abuse 1/27/2020 0:05:02 3-6:30pm

Seattle teacher placed on 

leave following new 

allegations

Within hours of an 

investigative story published 

by KUOW, Seattle Public 

Schools has put a teacher on 

administrative leave. Liz Brazile, 

Dyer Oxley

Education

schools and 

parenting 1/27/2020 0:05:02 5-9am

Students, schools react to 

KUOW investigation 

about abuse in classrooms

Following KUOW's 

investigations into teachers 

who kept their jobs after 

documented abusive behavior, 

students at one Seattle school 

attempted to report even more 

complaints. Ann Dornfeld, 

Angela King

Health health care 1/27/2020 0:04:31 3-6:30pm

Swedish prepares for 

worker strike, closes two 

emergency rooms

Roughly 7,800 nurses and 

caregivers at Swedish Medical 

Center campuses will go on 

strike Tuesday morning. 

The strike comes after contract 

negotiations between 

management and union staff 

stalled after more than nine 

months of talks. Staffing levels 

and compensation are two 

major sticking points.

Kate Walters

Race politics 1/27/2020 0:43:16

7pm & 

11pm

Tricia Rose on 'hoping in 

the context of 

hopelessness'

A cautionary tale: 'Fighting for 

justice is not easy work' 

John O'Brien
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Health coronavirus 1/28/2020 0:04:54 5-9am Coronavirus 

The new coronavirus that 

appeared in China has arrived 

in the United States with five 

confirmed cases - one in 

Washington state. But how 

worried should you be? Angela King, 

Casey Martin

Arts & Life education 1/28/2020 0:51:18 noon

Keeping this teacher in 

the classroom put 

students at risk

How violent teachers remained 

in schools. The forthcoming 

Palestinian-Israeli peace plans. 

And boys and sex in the 

#MeToo age.

Bill Radke

Business, 

economics, 

and finance Boeing 1/28/2020 0:04:45 3-6:30pm

At the the bottom of 

Boeing's crisis, questions 

about culture

This week, The Boeing Co. 

releases what is bound to be a 

tough earnings report. Now 

the jet remains grounded amid 

Carolyn 

Adolph

Politics and 

government educaiton 1/28/2020 1:00:18

7pm & 

11pm

What is the point of an 

oath?

Civic engagement: A 

responsibility of citizenship John O'Brien

Business, 

economics, 

and finance Boeing 1/29/2020 0:03:57 3-6:30pm

Boeing hit by first annual 

loss in 20 years in 7

The Boeing Co. said 

Wednesday that last year it 

suffered its first annual loss in 

more than 20 years. Carolyn 

Adolph

Religion sexual abuse 1/29/2020 0:07:40 3-6:30pm

Why these Catholics want 

the Seattle Archdiocese to 

open up their secret files

Kim Malcolm talks with Colleen 

Kinerk, founding member of 

Heal Our Church. Kim Malcolm, 

Andy Hurst
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Education health 1/30/2020 1:07:12

7pm & 

11pm

Break the ice with boys & 

girls on the birds & bees

Peggy Orenstein helps us have 

'the sex talk(s)' John O'Brien

Arts & Life Full Record 1/30/2020 0:51:52 noon

Make Noise! How to cut 

through the static

A conversation with the state 

House minority leader, a look 

into betrayal, and the tale 

behind the tale of Harvey 

Weinstein.

Bill Radke

Health vaping 1/31/2020 0:50:39 noon

Fruit, dessert, menthol 

vape flavors headed down 

the drain?

No more flavored vapes. To 

impeach, or not to impeach? 

And from grunge to kiddie pop.

Bill Radke
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Arts & Life culture 1/31/2020 0:04:52 3-6:30pm

Marcie Sillman's weekend 

culture picks January 31-

February 2

As we head into February, the 

daylight sticks around a little 

longer, but it's still a great time 

to take in some of our region's 

cultural offerings.

KUOW's Arts and Culture 

reporter Marcie Sillman has 

some suggestions for you. Marcie 

Sillman

Politics and 

government crime 1/31/2020 0:05:33 5-9am Weekly politics 

KUOW's Angela King talks with 

political analysts C.R. Douglas 

and Joni Balter about public 

safety in downtown Seattle 

after a deadly shooting, and 

the effort to help homeless 

people in King County through 

a proposed business tax. Angela King, 

Casey Martin

Health business 1/31/2020 0:05:06 3-6:30pm

Swedish nurse says 

understaffing is

Kim Malcolm talks with Carlos 

Alvarez, who's a nurse at 

Swedish Medical Center's 

Issaquah campus. Kim Malcolm, 

Andy Hurst
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Agriculture 

and 

environment Carbon 1/31/2020 0:04:41 3-6:30pm

Biggest Carbon Loser: 

Getting around 

Three contestants. Two 

months. One planet. A lot of 

carbon.

KUOW's Biggest Carbon Loser 

series aims to see how deeply 

three Seattle-area residents 

can cut their carbon footprints -

- from travel, food, energy, and 

Dyer Oxley, 

Anna Boiko-

Weyrauch, 

John Ryan

Politics and 

government race 1/31/2020 1:08:01

7pm & 

11pm

NPR's Daniel Estrin pulls 

back the curtain on his 

reporting from Israel

Come on the bus. Why aren't 

you coming?' -Grandson to 

Grandpa John O'Brien

Business, 

economics, 

and finance

climate 

change 1/31/2020 0:50:48 noon

Archives closing and 

bakeries opening this 

week

Bill Radke reviews the week's 

news with Civic Cocktail host 

Joni Balter, Crosscut editor-at-

large Knute Berger, and The 

Stranger's digital editor Chase 

Burns.

Bill Radke, 

Sarah 

Leibovitz

Politics and 

government government 1/31/2020 0:04:22 5-9am

Everyone counts! Census 

gets creative in Pierce 

County

Bus ads, senior center meals, 

and your kids' homework ... 

just some of the places you'll 

start seeing messages about 

getting counted in the 

upcoming U.S. census. Amy Radil

2/1/20

Science technology 2/3/2020 1:21:58

7pm & 

11pm

It's a train, on a bridge, 

that floats. It's 

complicated

An engineering first: answering 

the challenge of East Link John O'Brien
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Arts & Life technology 2/3/2020 0:51:47 noon Which face is real?

Telling the real from the fake. 

The tech that might endure 

after the grid fails. And a clash 

of worldviews threatens to 

rend a venerated writers' 

association.

Bill Radke

Politics and 

government homelessness 2/3/2020 0:04:47 3-6:30pm

Here's what's up with 

Seattle's proposed ban on 

winter evictions

Councilmember Kshama 

Sawant says evictions cause 

homelessness, while landlords 

say they're being blamed for 

larger systemic problems.

Joshua 

McNichols, 

Kim Malcolm

Law and 

courts employment 2/4/2020 0:04:10 3-6:30pm

How does a 32-hour 

workweek even work? 

Some Washington 

lawmakers want to find 

out

The bill hasn't gotten far in 

Olympia, but the notion of a 32-

hour workweek across 

Washington state has 

lawmakers talking this 

legislative session.

Dyer Oxley

Arts & Life voting 2/4/2020 0:50:50 noon

Washington's untested 

voting app: what could go 

wrong?

Should Iowa be a warning to 

us? A chat with a gardening 

guru. And Isabel Allende talks 

love and refugees.

Bill Radke
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Arts & Life books 2/4/2020 0:21:01 noon Isab

Imagine yourself forced to 

make a tough decision: to flee 

the only country you've ever 

known, leaving almost 

everything behind. Novelist 

Isabel Allende has had to make 

that choice more than once.

Adwoa 

Gyimah-

Brempong, 

Bill Radke

Politics and 

government business 2/4/2020 1:13:54

7pm & 

11pm

American Oligarchs: 

Trump/Kushner, Inc.

Andrea Bernstein's saga of 

'relentless corruption'

John O'Brien

Health addiction 2/5/2020 0:07:06 5-9am

A heroin needle broke off 

in her neck. It ended up 

saving her life. 

A story about the connection 

between one patient and her 

doctor-and how more hospital 

emergency rooms are 

becoming entryways to drug 

treatment. Anna Boiko-

Weyrauch

Politics and 

government elections 2/5/2020 0:04:21 5-9am

5 things to know to vote 

in Washington's primary

The presidential race now 

speeds up. Washington state 

will vote on the candidates in 

five weeks' time Paige 

Browning
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Arts & Life technology 2/5/2020 0:51:04 noon

Could you quit your 

smartphone?

Stepping away from the digital 

idol. A crisis of the American 

working class. And: you may 

never be able to see the night 

sky the same way again.

Bill Radke

Agriculture 

and 

environment

climate 

change 2/6/2020 0:04:28 3-6:30pm

Competitors face climate 

anxiety head-on with 

KUOW's Biggest Carbon 

Loser

Cooper joined KUOW's Biggest 

Carbon Loser contest to settle 

an argument with her husband -

- and for some peace of mind. John Ryan, 

Kim Malcolm

Agriculture 

and 

environment floods 2/6/2020 0:03:56 3-6:30pm

Rain prompts heavy 

Eastside flooding

Rain across Western 

Washington is causing the 

region's rivers, creeks, and 

roadways to significantly flood. 

KUOW STAFF

Arts & Life culture 2/6/2020 0:50:37 noon Baby, how you feeling?

How today's pop music is 

changing - and shaping us 

along the way. Why your 

passions might be the answer 

to your career questions. And 

Washington's new coronavirus 

quarantine facility.

Bill Radke
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Arts & Life

history, 

government, 

Native 

Americans, 

immigration 2/6/2020 0:04:21 3-6:30pm

First 'panic,' then a battle 

to keep the National 

Archives in Seattle

Lovers of history are 

scrambling to save a beloved 

local institution.  Last month, 

the National Archives and 

Records Administration 

abruptly announced it would 

close its Seattle facility.  

Deborah 

Wang

Politics and 

government taxes 2/7/2020 0:51:27 noon

Taxes, fines and lawsuits 

this week

Bill Radke reviews the week's 

news with Q13 political analyst 

C.R. Douglas, Seattle Times 

reporter Paige Cornwell, and 

Seattle City Council Insight 

editor Kevin Schofield.

Bill Radke, 

Sarah 

Leibovitz

Transportatio

n traffic, Seattle 2/10/2020 0:03:59 5-9am

Downtown Seattle 

commuters face tough 

choices every morning

If you commute in Seattle, you 

might be used to doing a little 

calculation in your head every 

morning. You consider: How 

much time do I have, how bad 

is traffic, and what method of 

transportation will get me to 

work on time?

Joshua 

McNichols

Arts & Life health 2/10/2020 0:51:49 noon

A trip to the Selfie 

Museum, Tom Hanks be 

damned

Hashtag GPOY. Quarantine 

rights. The Soul of Seattle. And 

what's Normal, anyway?

Bill Radke
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Politics and 

government elections 2/10/2020 0:04:35 5-9am

No 'safe cigarettes': 

experts say WA online 

elections raise security 

concerns

Voting online is now an option 

for certain voters in King, 

Pierce, and Mason counties. 

But Washington state 

lawmakers and security 

experts say these methods 

should be 'off the table' in 

2020.

Amy Radil

Politics and 

government elections 2/11/2020 0:04:35 5-9am

Should Washington voters 

wor

After the app debacle at the 

Iowa caucuses, should 

Washington state voters be 

worried about online voting? 

Reporter Amy Radil explains 

the differences and the risks.

Angela King, 

Rob Wood, 

Amy Radil

Politics and 

government Amazon 2/11/2020 0:04:05 3-6:30pm

These Amazonians love 

Sanders even though he 

trash talks their company

Amazonians' top Democratic 

presidential pick is Bernie 

Sanders when it comes to 

campaign contributions, 

despite the fact that he 

frequently blasts Amazon. 

David Hyde

Politics and 

government

housing, 

homeless 2/11/2020 0:04:17 5-9am

Seattle passes ban on 

some winter evictions

The Seattle city council has 

passed a bill that would ban 

evictions during winter months 

for some tenants in the city.

Kate Walters
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Agriculture 

and 

environment weather 2/11/2020 0:04:41 3-6:30pm

Sick of Seattle's winter 

gloom? This Seattle writer 

loves it

Kim Malcolm talks with 

Crosscut editor-at-large Knute 

Berger about why he loves 

Seattle's dark, rainy winters. Kim Malcolm, 

Andy Hurst

Immigration 

and Refugees

law and 

courts 2/11/2020 0:13:37 noon

U.S. Department of 

Justice sues King County 

over deportation flights

U.S. Attorney Brian Moran 

explains the lawsuit. University 

of Washington researcher 

Angelina Godoy explains 

what's going on with these ICE 

flights. Bill Radke, 

Alison Bruzek

Law and 

courts gambling 2/11/2020 0:04:07 3-6:30pm

Odds improving that 

Washington may legalize 

sports betting, but not like 

Oregon

The US Supreme Court has 

cleared the way for states to 

allow sports betting. While 

Oregon has already started a 

sports betting program, 

Washington is looking to start 

its own legal sports betting 

rules.

Tom Banse

Politics and 

government technology 2/11/2020 0:04:12 3-6:30pm

These Amazon workers 

love Sanders even if he 

trash-talks their company

Bernie Sanders often blasts 

Amazon. Still, there is a 

considerable share of 

employees who support the 

presidential candidate and 

donate to his campaign.

David Hyde
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Arts & Life culture 2/11/2020 0:51:29 noon

Does romantic love trump 

all?

Friendship. ICE flights. Primary 

swagger. And mudslide-

induced cabin fever.

Bill Radke

Politics and 

government books 2/11/2020 1:09:38

7pm & 

11pm

The real deep state issue, 

according to Ezra Klein

"It's working exactly as 

designed" John O'Brien

Transportatio

n

rideshare 

companies 2/12/2020 0:04:22 3-6:30pm

Seattle Center tries to 

solve the problem of too 

many Ubers and Lyfts

A group is working to tame the 

gridlock that follows big events 

at the KeyArena, complicated 

by Uber and Lyft traffic. Joshua 

McNichols

Arts & Life food 2/12/2020 0:04:45 3-6:30pm

'Where the millionaire 

can sit with the homie' 

and have a good time. 

Chef Kristi Brown's 

welcoming space

New development has 

displaced many from the 

Central District, Seattle's 

historically Black 

neighborhood. But slowly 

former residents and 

businesses are taking charge of 

shaping the Central District's Ruby de Luna

Arts & Life homelessness 2/12/2020 0:49:40 noon

But landlords: it's cold 

outside

Seattle city council votes to 

ban winter evictions. And a 

conversation with Diane Rehm 

about how you'd like to die.

Bill Radke

Education politics 2/13/2020 1:18:37

7pm & 

11pm

No 'public school' left 

behind: Diane Ravitch 

confronts school 

privatization.

Diane Ravitch was once an avid 

supporter of charter schools, 

affiliated with various right 

wing think tanks. She came to 

a turning point when she could Sonya Harris
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Politics and 

government

community 

safety 2/13/2020 0:03:57 5-9am

3rd & Pine, corner of our 

concern

Today city and business leaders 

gather to discuss the state of 

Seattle's downtown. It's 

happening at a time when 

many people are concerned 

about 3rd and Pine. Carolyn 

Adolph

Arts & Life music 2/13/2020 0:51:19 noon

Just an old-fashioned or 

newfangled  love song

Odes d'amour through the 

ages. Love advice from the 

youth. Treating the 

coronavirus. And The Rescuers 

Down Under IRL.

Bill Radke

Education abuse 2/13/2020 0:04:28 5-9AM

Listen to audio of a Seattle 

teacher threatening his 

students

In an audio recording provided 

to KUOW, former Meany 

Middle School math teacher 

James Johnson told his algebra 

class he had just punched a 

student in the face. 

Ann Dornfeld

Transportatio

n

rideshare 

companies 2/14/2020 0:04:20 3-6:30pm

Two taxi drivers. One 

switched to Uber, one 

stuck with cabs. Here's 

how their lives changed.

The company changed the 

fortunes and lives of two taxi 

drivers, whose divergent paths 

illustrate how Uber fractured 

the taxi industry.

Joshua 

McNichols
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Arts & Life culture 2/14/2020 0:04:36 5-9am

Marcie Sillman's weekend 

culture picks February 14-

16, 2020

Valentine's Day traditionally is 

reserved for hearts, flowers 

and romance. But what could 

be more romantic than an art-

themed date? KUOW's Arts 

and Culture reporter Marcie 

Sillman has some 

recommendations for you. Marcie 

Sillman

Arts & Life love, music 2/14/2020 0:24:52 noon

The evolution of love 

songs

How have love songs evolved? 

And what's the song of your 

romance? We hear from 

listeners about the love songs 

that are meaningful to them.

Bill Radke, 

Sarah 

Leibovitz

Politics and 

government elections 2/14/2020 0:05:53 5-9am

Friday politics: Which 

business tax will win, and 

Tim Eyman's party line

Two business tax proposals are Angela King, 

Rob Wood

Politics and 

government taxes 2/14/2020 0:50:39 noon

Rounding up legislative 

bills, business taxes and 

stolen trees

Bill Radke reviews the week's 

news with GeekWire's civic 

editor Monica Nickelsburg, 

Crosscut staff reporter Melissa 

Santos, and Seattle Times 

investigations editor Jonathan 

Martin.

Bill Radke, 

Sarah 

Leibovitz
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Medicine and 

Health public health 2/14/2020 0:03:59 3-6:30pm

Half of the patients at this 

free, pop-up health clinic 

do have insurance

1,000 volunteers will help 

more than 3,000 patients at 

this four-day health clinic that 

takes over Seattle Center.

Kyle Norris

Science and 

Technology science 2/16/2020 1:22:44

7pm & 

11pm

Telling fact from fiction in 

the information age

Who and what can you trust?

John O'Brien

Arts & Life books 2/18/2020 0:20:44 noon

In her debut collection, 

Boston Poet Laureate 

Porsha Olayiwola 

shimmers sometimes, too

When two or more margins 

meet at an edge, they create a 

jagged funeral' But at those 

edges there is also joy, 

electricity, magic.

Adwoa 

Gyimah-

Brempong, 

Bill Radke

Arts & Life technology 2/18/2020 0:50:45 noon

When sharing becomes 

oversharing becomes 

Sharenthood

How you get from Instagram 

posts to urine-monitoring 

diapers. Opening of the new 

youth jail. And the water and 

shimmer of Boston's Poet 

Laureate.

Bill Radke

Race books 2/18/2020 1:15:08

7pm & 

11pm

Black voices, origins and 

futures

Part oral history, part poetry, 

all imagination.' John O'Brien

Agriculture 

and 

environment

climate 

change 2/18/2020 0:04:23 3-6:30pm

Canoeing to work and 

other hacks for

The Snoqualmie Valley 

typically gets about one major 

flood each winter. So far this 

season, there have been five.

John Ryan
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Agriculture 

and 

environment

environment, 

climate 

change, 

climate, Jeff 

Bezos, 

Amazon 2/18/2020 0:04:27 3-6:30pm

Jeff Bezos pledges $10 

billion for climate change. 

But how should he spend 

it?

Kim Malcolm talks with David 

Hyde about Jeff Bezos' $10 

billion pledge to combat 

climate change Kim Malcolm, 

David Hyde

Politics and 

government elections 2/18/2020 0:03:58 5-9am

WA political consultants 

say, 'we need Face

You've probably seen political 

ads for state and local 

candidates in your Facebook 

feed. Well, if you live in 

Washington State -- you 

shouldn't be.

Amy Radil, 

Paige 

Browning

Politics and 

government government 2/19/2020 0:05:28 5-9am

Seattle Mayor Durkan 

talks homelessness, gun 

violence following state of 

city address

Following her 2020 state of the 

city address, Seattle Mayor 

Jenny Durkan talks with KUOW 

about plans on gun violence 

and a tax to tackle 

homelessness. Also, her 

response to reports about 

abusive teachers in Seattle 

schools.

Paige 

Browning, 

Casey Martin

Agriculture 

and 

environment 2/19/2020 0:05:00 3-6:30pm

Keeping carbon in check 

when living the family life 

outside the big city

Bernadette • Merikle lives a life 

akin to many others in the 

Seattle-area: managing a 

family outside the city and 

commuting to a job in the city. Casey Martin, 

Dyer Oxley
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Arts & Life nature 2/19/2020 0:51:00 noon Dirty birds

When eagles become trash-

pickers. High capacity 

magazines. The art of 

tattooing. And controversy at a 

Burien high school.

Bill Radke

Arts & Life books 2/19/2020 1:17:44

7pm & 

11pm

A world where poetry 

meets magic and wonder

On being witness to -"the 

mystery each of us is" John O'Brien

Agriculture 

and 

environment health 2/20/2020 0:02:09 3-6:30pm

Researchers considering 

long-term health effects 

of wildfire smoke

Wildfire smoke is bad for 

people, but researchers say 

they still don't know what the 

long-term effects could be.

Tom Banse

Politics and 

government homelessness 2/20/2020 0:04:27 5-9am

Advocates urge 

lawmakers to extend child 

care subsidy for homeless 

families

Kara Tolentino's family has 

been homeless for nearly a 

year. She, her husband, and 

their two young sons live in a 

camper. There's little room for 

the kids to play, and no 

bathroom, which makes potty 

training almost impossible.

One thing that's made a 

difference as the family has 

worked to stabilize is access to 

child care.

Kate Walters
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Agriculture 

and 

environment wildlife 2/20/2020 0:09:26 noon

The science of harassing 

birds: Scaring eagles with 

pyrotechnics 

Eagles are majestic, mighty, 

and patriotic. They are also a 

bit dirty and have a penchant 

for feasting on garbage. 

Dyer Oxley, 

Bill Radke, 

Sarah 

Leibovitz

Arts & Life culture 2/20/2020 0:51:47 noon

Welcome to Seattle: don't 

break anything

Can you move here in an 

ethical way? Can Jeff Bezos 

save the planet in an ethical 

way (or at all?)

Bill Radke

Agriculture 

and 

environment carbon 2/21/2020 0:04:59 5-9am

Checking in with 3 Biggest 

Carbon Loser cone

Systemic change is absolutely 

necessary. But I just don't think 

we get that without 

individually at least being 

aware and suffering without 

the cheese a little bit, you 

know? John Ryan, 

Dyer Oxley

Politics and 

government elections 2/21/2020 0:03:34 5-9am

It's easy to commit 

election fraud in 

Washington State

In Washington state, you can 

print out a ballot for anyone, as 

long as you know their 

birthday. 

David Hyde, 

Gil Aegerter

Politics and 

government elections 2/21/2020 0:05:25 5-9am

Friday politics: Durkan's 

State of the City and 

Washington's primary 

kicks off

Seattle Mayor Jenny Durkan's 

state of the city and 

presidential primary Politics 

and government in the Puget 

Sound region. Our panel parses 

it all.

Paige 

Browning, 

Casey Martin
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Arts & Life culture 2/21/2020 0:04:04 3-6:30pm

Marcie Sillman's weekend 

culture picks February 21-

23, 2020

We're heading toward Spring. 

Longer days bring more 

cultural offerings in the greater 

Seattle area.

KUOW's Arts and Culture 

reporter Marcie Sillman offers 

these ideas. Marcie 

Sillman

Politics and 

government nature 2/21/2020 0:51:46 noon

Trees, bills and Bernies 

this week

Bill Radke reviews the week's 

news with former US 

representative Brian Baird, 

Q13 correspondent Brandi 

Kruse, and host of Civic 

Cocktail, Joni Balter.

Bill Radke, 

Sarah 

Leibovitz

Business, 

economics, 

and finance Amazon 2/21/2020 0:04:55 3-6:30pm

Final clearance: Macy's 

closes to the public this 

weekend

The department store chain is 

in retreat across the country. 

Here, the closure of the store 

seems to signal something 

about the way our downtown 

is changing.

Carolyn 

Adolph, Kim 

Malcolm

Business, 

economics, 

and finance transportation 2/24/2020 0:03:57 5-9am

This taxi company says it's 

ready to take on Uber

In the decade or so since Uber 

came to Seattle, its business 

has exploded. Taxi cabs on the 

other hand have struggled to 

hang on.

Now, some of them say they're 

ready for a comeback. And it's 

borrowing some techniques 

from Uber's playbook. Joshua 

McNichols
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Arts & Life culture 2/25/2020 0:50:38 noon

Mylar blankets. Cell 

phone apps. Tips for how 

to stay safe on remote 

trails.

Staying safe on trails. Staying 

provisioned in a cashless 

stadium. Staying up on the 

science of Game of Thrones. 

And staying on the beat that 

sparked a movement.

Bill Radke

Arts & Life technology 2/25/2020 0:09:51 noon

Going cashless: The ins 

and outs of living a plastic 

life

Some modern customers can 

remember the days in line at a 

grocery store and seeing 

someone ahead of you take 

out the dreaded checkbook. 

That checkbook meant 

something. I meant more 

waiting as the person filled it 

out, signed it, handed it over 

for it to be inspected. Perhaps 

their ID had to be documented 

for extra security. It was a time-

sucking pain. 

But some see using cash as the 

modern equivalent of this 

consumer pet peeve - good old 

green money. It turns out, cash 

is no longer king, it's an 

inconvenience. Dyer Oxley, 

Alec Cowan
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Arts & Life housing 2/25/2020 0:48:48 noon

From 'golden doors'• to 

golden gates, a fight for 

American housing

Build, baby, build. 

Encampment cleanup 

improvement. And the hottest 

new shopping destination in 

Capitol Hill.

Bill Radke

Arts & Life photography 2/26/2020 0:08:58 noon

A serious affair: Reviving 

historical photography in 

Seattle

Tintype photography is old. 

Very old. So why is a 

photography studio in Pioneer 

Square still doing it?

Bill Radke, 

Sarah 

Leibovitz

Politics and 

government politics 2/26/2020 1:08:56

7pm & 

11pm

The rule of law according 

to Preet Bharara

A primer on justice in the age 

of Trump John O'Brien

Arts & Life culture 2/26/2020 0:51:03 noon

Only Democrats, says E.J. 

Dionne, can save America

Code Red. Code Climate. Code 

Old-Timey Photography.

Bill Radke

Investigation

Seattle Public 

Schools 2/27/2020 0:04:09 5-9am

How school 

administrators helped an 

abusive Seattle teacher 

stay in the classroom

Seattle school principals can 

play a role in furthering abuse 

in the classroom by accepting 

and protecting teachers at 

their schools who are known to 

abuse kids.

Ann Dornfeld

Agriculture 

and 

environment carbon 2/27/2020 0:07:42 3-6:30pm

Will Wilson Biggest 

Carbon Loser

Fine food and fun travel rack 

up the carbon pounds. Anna Boiko-

Weyrauch
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Agriculture 

and 

environment landslides 2/27/2020 0:04:25 5-9am

Roosters still trapped 

after recent heavy rains 

and landslide

The birds who have taken 

sanctuary at Rooster Haus 

Rescue near Fall City have 

found themselves trapped 

recently.

Dyer Oxley, 

Kim Shepard, 

Paige 

Browning

Politics and 

government transportation 2/27/2020 0:04:03 3-6:30pm

King County is giving free 

bus passes to thousands 

of low income residents

Kim Malcolm talks with King 

County councilmember Rod 

Dembowski about the county's 

plan to provide free bus passes 

to its lowest income residents. Kim Malcolm, 

Andy Hurst

Arts & Life culture 2/27/2020 0:50:23 noon

We could wonder about 

the universe until the end 

of time

A look at the cosmos, a new 

house speaker, and a family 

grappling with rare disease.

Bill Radke

Politics and 

government elections 2/28/2020 0:04:06 3-6:30pm

Who would Jesus vote 

for?

Jesus would vote on the left, 

and I believe he would vote for 

Elizabeth Warren,â€• said Dr. 

Carl Livingston, who teaches at 

Seattle Central College and is 

Senior Pastor at Kingdom 

Christian Center in Federal 

way. I'm might be wrong about 

that, he added.  

David Hyde
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Arts & Life culture 2/28/2020 0:04:00 3-6:30pm

Marcie Sillman's weekend 

culture picks February 28-

March 1 

It's Leap Year, and our extra 

day falls on a Saturday. All the 

better for art and culture 

lovers. KUOW's Arts and 

Culture reporter Marcie 

Sillman offers these weekend 

suggestions. Marcie 

Sillman

Politics and 

government homelessness 2/28/2020 0:51:57 noon

Navigating teams, murals, 

and voting this week

Bill Radke reviews the week's 

news with the writer and 

editor of The C is for Crank, 

Erica C Barnett, Civic Cocktail 

host Joni Balter, and writer for 

The Stranger, Charles Mudede.

Bill Radke, 

Sarah 

Leibovitz

Arts & Life books 2/28/2020 1:30:19

7pm & 

11pm

In the Dream House: A 

writer's journey through 

and past abuse

SAL wants us to know Carmen 

Maria Machado John O'Brien

Agriculture 

and 

environment

climate 

change 2/29/2020 0:07:35 3-6:30pm

The cutest carbon 

culprits? Your pets

In a city where dogs 

outnumber children nearly 2 to 

1, and a nation with the most 

pets on earth, the paw-prints 

of our beloved little carnivores 

and omnivores add up.

John Ryan

Science

books, 

technology 2/29/2020 0:58:26

7pm & 

11pm

Let's do the Entropic 2-

step again!

Brian Greene says it's why 

we're here in our little pocket 

of order John O'Brien

3/1/20
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Medicine & 

Health coronavirus 3/2/2020 0:27:14 noon

Answering your questions 

on the coronavirus

Host Bill Radke speaks to Dr. 

Deborah Fuller And Dr. Judith 

Wasserheit about the 

coronavirus.

Bill Radke, 

Sarah 

Leibovitz

Arts & Life health 3/2/2020 0:50:48 noon

What to do now that 

coronavirus is in King 

County

We speak to science and policy 

experts. Also, a look inside 

Facebook and down from five 

thousand feet.

Bill Radke

Medicine & 

Health health 3/3/2020 0:51:52 noon

Who would Jesus vote 

for?

One pastor says that's not the 

right question. We speak to the 

county prosecutor about 

repeat offenders. A 

coronavirus Q&A. And why 

Northshore School District isn't 

taking any chances.

Bill Radke
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Arts & Life coronavirus 3/3/2020 0:04:03 5-9am

Retirement homes shore 

up their defenses against 

viruses

The spotlight on COVID-19 

deaths associated with Life 

Care Center in Kirkland has 

Seattle-area nursing homes, 

retirement homes and assisted 

living facilities trying to keep 

the virus out.

Older people are at higher risk 

because they have more 

chronic conditions that 

complicate their body's effort 

to fight the virus.

We visited one place on the 

border of Seattle and Renton 

to learn what they're doing. Joshua 

McNichols

Education politics 3/4/2020 0:50:45 noon But are they electable?

What is electability, anyway? 

Parents protest, but hesitate to 

pull their kids out of Kennedy 

Catholic High School. And how 

keeping calm might be one of 

the best public health choices 

you could make.

Bill Radke
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Arts & Life

school 

closures 3/5/2020 0:02:56 5-9AM

When should schools 

close due to coronavirus - 

and when they do, how 

can kids still get lessons 

and meals?

After new recommendations 

from public health officials to 

avoid large gatherings, some 

Seattle-area parents are asking 

why more schools aren't being 

closed to avoid the spread of 

coronavirus - and what will 

happen if and when schools do 

close for long stretches.

Ann Dornfeld

Medicine & 

Health coronavirus 3/5/2020 0:50:52 noon

Can coronavirus still be 

contained?

It's unlikely, says this Columbia 

University virologist -here's 

what to do instead. Did you 

vote too soon? And who's 

really running the world?

Bill Radke

Medicine & 

Health coronavirus 3/6/2020 0:03:53 5-9am Gig workers 

Many people are choosing to 

work from home in order to 

minimize their exposure to the 

novel coronavirus. That's not 

an option for the many gig 

workers who say low wages 

mean they have to keep 

working. Joshua 

McNichols
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Medicine & 

Health

coronavirus, 

elections 3/6/2020 0:50:55 noon

Coronavirus and... more 

coronavirus this week

Bill Radke reviews the week's 

news with Seattle Times 

reporter Paige Cornwell, The 

Stranger's associate editor Eli 

Sanders, and Crosscut reporter 

David Kroman.

Bill Radke, 

Sarah 

Leibovitz

Medicine & 

Health coronavirus 3/6/2020 0:23:44 noon Virus on the move

A look inside COVID-19.

Adwoa 

Gyimah-

Brempong, 

Bill Radke

Medicine & 

Health coronavirus 3/7/2020 0:06:31 3-6:30

We need improvement'• in 

federal response to Covid-

19, Durkan stresses

Kim Malcolm speaks with 

Seattle Mayor Jenny Durkan 

about the city's response to the 

coronavirus outbreak, and the 

federal response so far. Kim Malcolm, 

Andy Hurst

Medicine & 

Health coronavirus 3/9/2020 0:04:32 5-9am

He has lung cancer. And 

he's a doctor. 

Doctors and nurses around the 

Puget Sound region are on the 

front line of the coronavirus 

fight. But what if you're a 

physician who already has a 

life-threatening disease? Angela King, 

Kim Shepard
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Medicine & 

Health coronavirus 3/9/2020 0:05:24 noon

How to clean up the 

coronavirus

As of Monday afternoon there 

have been 169 cases of 

coronavirus in Washington 

State. That's a lot of people to 

clean up after. So how do you 

decontaminate a coronavirus 

site?

Bill Radke, 

Sarah 

Leibovitz

Arts & Life coronavirus 3/9/2020 0:17:29 noon

Anxiety and the 

coronavirus

The constant coronavirus news 

has a lot of people feeling 

anxious. So how do you 

combat those feelings?

Bill Radke, 

Sarah 

Leibovitz

Medicine & 

Health health 3/9/2020 0:50:12 noon

How are you dealing with 

coronavirus fears?

Thank your worry, but don't let 

it consume you. Keep wiping 

down surfaces - here's how the 

professionals do it. The effect 

of the news cycle on sexual 

assault survivors. And how 

southern Australia - and 

southern King County -are 

trying to stop youth 

homelessness before it starts.

Bill Radke

Race, 

identity, 

equity and 

culture education 3/9/2020 1:29:03

7pm & 

11pm

Indigenous Reparation 

and Recognition in Seattle

Coming to terms with a 

region's responsibility to first 

people John O'Brien
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Race, 

identity, 

equity and 

culture coronavirus 3/10/2020 0:03:54 5-9am

Uber and Lyft drivers 

struggle to stay safe from 

coronavirus

This week rideshare drivers 

plan to meet with Uber and 

King County Health officials to 

hammer out a coronavirus 

safety plan. 

Full time drivers can easily 

carry 15 to 20 passengers a 

day. Many of their customers 

come straight from the airport. 

Drivers have a lot of questions 

about how to stay safe. Joshua 

McNichols

Business, 

economics 

and finance public health 3/10/2020 0:12:09 noon

What to do when you 

can't afford to stop

Melinda Miner is a rideshare 

driver in Seattle. She can't 

afford to stop working. So how 

does she stay safe during a 

coronavirus outbreak?

Bill Radke, 

Sarah 

Leibovitz

Medicine & 

Health coronavirus 3/10/2020 0:08:48 noon

Who's getting tested for 

coronavirus?

KUOW reporter Ann Dornfeld 

has been looking into who's 

being tested in Washington 

state and what the capacity 

truly is. Bill Radke, 

Ann Dornfeld

Medicine & 

Health religion 3/11/2020 0:04:04 5-9am Faith leaders 

The outbreak of coronavirus is 

challenging people of faith 

around the Seattle area.

Eilis O'Neill
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Medicine & 

Health education 3/11/2020 0:09:01 noon

How do you take a STEM 

lab final online? 

All in-person classes and finals 

at the University of 

Washington have been 

canceled. Because of the 

spread of COVID-19, the illness 

caused by coronavirus, 

students will have their 

courses and tests online until 

the end of the quarter on 

March 20.

Bill Radke spoke with Jake 

Goldstein-Street, a student at 

University of Washington and 

the News Editor at the UW 

Daily.

Bill Radke, 

Brandi 

Fullwood

Education

online 

learning 3/11/2020 0:15:34 noon

Can online learning go the 

distance?

Some schools are closing and 

others are moving their 

classroom online. Bill Radke 

speaks with Audrey Watters, 

writer and founder of 

HackEducation.com, about the 

difficulties of  distance 

learning.

Bill Radke, 

Brandi 

Fullwood
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Medicine & 

Health coronavirus 3/11/2020 0:14:11 noon

Governor Inslee bans 

gatherings of more than 

250 people

Washington Governor Jay 

Inslee announced today that 

he is prohibiting recreational 

and social gatherings of more 

than 250 people in King, Pierce 

and Snohomish counties, to 

curb the coronavirus outbreak. Bill Radke, 

Alison Bruzek

Business, 

economics 

and finance

telecommutin

g 3/11/2020 0:13:11 noon

Is teleworking a good 

idea?

Microsoft, Amazon, and other 

large companies have 

requested their workers 

telecommute until further 

notice. Is this the way of the 

future? Or an annoying 

inconvenience?

Bill Radke, 

Sarah 

Leibovitz

Arts & Life transportation 3/11/2020 0:50:39 noon

Rethinking that Lyft Line 

in the age of social 

distancing

How's the rideshare business 

doing? Why is coronavirus 

testing so limited at the 

epicenter of the American 

outbreak? How is online 

learning going for UW 

students? And could it be the 

wave of the future? Lastly, how 

people continue to practice 

their faith during a pandemic.

Bill Radke
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Medicine & 

Health coronavirus 3/11/2020 0:50:24 noon

You know those concert 

tickets you bought? About 

that!

Coronavirus strikes again, this 

time at large gatherings, as 

governor imposes mandatory 

measures. Even after the age 

of social distancing ends, is 

online working here to stay? 

The things you don't know you 

don't know about COVID-19, 

and the things we won't know 

for a while about the election.

Bill Radke

Politics & 

government elections 3/11/2020 0:04:40 5-9am

WA Primary has Sanders 

and Biden nearly tied

Joe Biden in made a strong 

showing in Democratic 

primaries in other states. But 

here in Washington the initial 

results have him nearly tied 

with Bernie Sanders. Amy Radil, 

Angela King

Medicine & 

Health coronavirus 3/12/2020 0:19:27 noon

The questions you have 

about coronavirus, and 

the answers you're not 

getting

ProPublica health reporter 

Caroline Chen has reported on 

(and lived through) epidemics 

before. That experience helps 

guide her reporting on the 

novel coronavirus.

Adwoa 

Gyimah-

Brempong, 

Bill Radke
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Medicine & 

Health coronavirus 3/12/2020 0:04:44 3-6:30pm

Kirkland city manager: 

'Hope is not a strategy' in 

response to COVID-19

As an illness spread through a 

nursing home in Kirkland in 

late February, City Manager 

Kurt Triplett says that testing 

was a key missing factor that 

left officials unsatisfied as they 

responded to the outbreak. Dyer Oxley, 

Kim Malcolm

Medicine & 

Health coronavirus 3/12/2020 0:05:46 5-9am Help fight the 'infodemic': 

The World Health Organization 

says the coronavirus outbreak 

has sparked an infodemic -- an 

overwhelming amount of 

information online, some of it 

totally untrue. Angela King, 

Kim Shepard

Race, 

identity, 

equity and 

culture coronavirus 3/12/2020 0:21:00 noon

Seattle Mayor Jenny 

Durkan on the coronavirus 

outbreak

Mayor Durkan has announced 

water and electricity will not 

be shut off for residents who 

can't afford their payments 

during the coronavirus 

outbreak.

Bill Radke

Medicine & 

Health homelessness 3/12/2020 0:13:46 noon

What happens to Seattle's 

homeless population 

during a pandemic

Where can Seattle's homeless 

population go for assistance 

during this coronavirus 

outbreak? What is the city or 

state doing to help?

Bill Radke, 

Sarah 

Leibovitz
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Medicine & 

Health coronavirus 3/12/2020 0:50:18 noon

Jenny Durkan's plan for 

coronavirus

The mayor takes your calls. 

What is the county doing to 

help the homeless? And how 

you can transform your home 

into a school while Seattle 

public schools are closed.

Bill Radke

Business, 

economics 

and finance coronavirus 3/13/2020 0:04:19 3-6:30pm

How do you sell a 

homeless newspaper in 

the time of the 

coronavirus?

The vendors that sell Real 

Change, the homeless 

newspaper, are getting hit by 

the economic fallout of the 

coronavirus. Newspaper sales 

are down due to social 

distancing. It's part of a larger 

trend: funds for non-profits are 

declining even as the need for 

services grows. Joshua 

McNichols

Medicine & 

Health elections 3/13/2020 0:50:51 noon

This week in coronavirus 

and primaries

Bill Radke reviews the week's 

news with C.R. Douglas of Q13 

News, Erica C Barnett of The C 

is for Crank, and Joni Balter, 

host of Civic Cocktail.

Bill Radke, 

Sarah 

Leibovitz

Medicine & 

Health education 3/13/2020 0:02:34 5-9am

Washington State's 

Largest School District 

Closes Due To 

Coronavirus

Seattle Public Schools are 

shutting down for at least two 

weeks. The move is meant to 

slow the spread of coronavirus 

but it's also creating child care 

problems for parents. Ann Dornfeld
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Arts & Life economy 3/13/2020 0:05:08 3-6:30pm

With canceled 

performances, 

coronavirus leaves Seattle 

arts organizations reeling

Kim Malcolm talks with Marcie 

Sillman about the impact of 

coronavirus on Seattle's arts & 

culture community.

Kim Malcolm, 

Marcie 

Sillman

Medicine & 

Health coronavirus 3/14/2020 0:14:11 noon

What Gov. Jay Inslee is 

telling his own family 

about COVID-19

Washington's governor has 

banned large gatherings of 

more than 250 people. But 

what about going to the store? 

The coffee shop or 

neighborhood pub? This is 

what he saying to his own 

family. Dyer Oxley

Business, 

economics 

and finance economy 3/14/2020 0:05:29 3-6:30pm

How coronavirus is 

affecting business in 

Seattle

Kim Malcolm talks with Jon 

Scholes, President and CEO of 

the Downtown Seattle 

Association about how the 

coronavirus outbreak is 

affecting the business 

community in Seattle.

Kim Malcolm, 

Andy Hurst, 

Dyer Oxley

Medicine & 

Health coronavirus 3/15/2020 0:02:29 3-6:30pm

Here's how you can 

'flatten the curve'

You may have seen graphs 

circulating online about social 

measures to mitigate the 

coronavirus. They're often 

accompanied by the hash tag 

#FlattenTheCurve.

The graphs represent the 

thinking behind why schools 

and events are being canceled 

across the Puget Sound region. Anna Boiko-

Weyrauch
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Arts & Life coronavirus 3/16/2020 0:08:03 noon What happens next

Now that recreational centers, 

businesses and schools have 

been forced to close, what 

could happen next in 

Washington?

Bill Radke, 

Sarah 

Leibovitz

Business, 

economics 

and finance food 3/16/2020 0:03:57 3-6:30pm

Seattle restaurants react 

to 

Another setback for 

restaurants already battered 

by the coronavirus outbreak. 

Gov. Jay Inslee has signed an 

emergency order temporarily 

shutting down restaurants, 

bars and recreational spaces 

statewide in an effort to slow 

the spread of COVID-19.

KUOW's food reporter Ruby de 

Luna joins us to talk about 

what this means and how 

businesses are responding. Ruby de Luna, 

Andy Hurst

Arts & Life coronavirus 3/16/2020 0:51:20 noon

Increasingly restrictive 

rules as Washington fights 

to control coronavirus- 

spread

After the weekend's closures 

and the suggested restrictions 

on gatherings, what next? An 

update with a virologist on 

what's changed in the past 

couple of weeks. And if you 

wanted to be tested: where 

should you turn?

Bill Radke
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Medicine & 

Health technology 3/16/2020 0:08:26 3-6:30pm 'We're going to be tested.' 

Author Laurie Garrett (The 

Coming Plague) recommends 

putting aside differences

Kim Malcolm, 

Andy Hurst

Medicine & 

Health coronavirus 3/16/2020 0:04:24 3-6:30pm

Another stormy Monday: 

'Things are changing 

quickly'

The latest on the coronavirus 

crisis in Washington State

Kim Malcolm, 

Paige 

Browning, 

Andy Hurst

Medicine & 

Health coronavirus 3/17/2020 0:04:08 5-9am

Personal Protective 

Equipment shortages

Healthcare facilities in 

Washington state continue to 

worry if they'll have enough 

masks and other equipment to 

protect their employees.

Anna Boiko-

Weyrauch, 

Angela King

Medicine & 

Health coronavirus 3/17/2020 0:15:34 noon

Washington state 

superintendent on equity 

and distance learning

State superintendent Chris 

Reykdal answers your 

questions about how school 

districts are providing food and 

distance learning while both 

private and public schools are 

closed in Washington. Bill Radke, 

Alison Bruzek
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Medicine & 

Health education 3/17/2020 0:51:27 noon

How Washington schools 

persist through pandemic-

driven closures

A talk with the state 

superintendent. Some folks 

can now drive up to get tested 

for COVID-19: with some 

caveats. And flattening the 

curve -what happens if we do, 

and what happens if we don't.

Bill Radke

Medicine & 

Health coronavirus 3/17/2020 0:19:43 noon

What a difference a week 

makes

Checking in with a virologist, 

11 days after we last spoke.

Bill Radke, 

Adwoa 

Gyimah-

Brempong

Medicine & 

Health coronavirus 3/17/2020 0:17:23 noon How we flatten the curve

Speaking to a nurse with tips 

from a country that has 

managed to bend the curve.

Bill Radke, 

Adwoa 

Gyimah-

Brempong

Medicine & 

Health coronavirus 3/17/2020 0:04:57 noon

Drive through testing now 

open

The University of Washington's 

Medical Center has opened a 

drive through testing center for 

the coronavirus. What does 

that mean for patients?

Bill Radke, 

Sarah 

Leibovitz

Medicine & 

Health coronavirus 3/17/2020 0:05:20 3-6:30pm

San Francisco shelters in 

place. What does that 

entail?

Kim Malcolm talks with KQED 

science reporter Lesley 

McClurg

Kim Malcolm, 

Andy Hurst
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Business, 

economics 

and finance coronavirus 3/17/2020 0:02:44 3-6:30pm

Corona Debrief: The 

Tuesday edition

As of Tuesday afternoon, at 

least 1,012 people in 

Washington state have tested 

positive for COVID-19, the 

disease caused by Coronavirus. 

That includes 52 deaths. The 

situation is evolving rapidly. 

KUOW's Paige Browning is 

here to recap what we should 

know today.

Kim Malcolm, 

Paige 

Browning, 

Andy Hurst

Medicine & 

Health transportation 3/18/2020 0:04:04 5-9am

Troopers: Cool it on the 

road during coronavirus 

outbreak in Washington

The coronavirus outbreak may 

have emptied the highways 

around Seattle, but 

Washington state troopers say 

they're worried about some of 

the behavior they're seeing out 

on the road.

Angela King, 

Kim Shepard
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Medicine & 

Health coronavirus 3/18/2020 0:04:12 5-9am

Community health 

centers are on the front 

lines amid COVID-19 

outbreak

As the Seattle region continues 

to see more coronavirus cases, 

there's concern about what 

this will mean for hospital 

systems, and whether they're 

prepared. 

But hospital systems aren't 

alone in their response to the 

crisis. 

As the number of cases 

continue to rise, community 

health centers are also on the 

front lines of the response to 

COVID-19.

Kate Walters

Business, 

economics 

and finance transit 3/18/2020 0:51:29 noon

How novel coronavirus 

plays out on public transit

The route may not have 

changed, but your commute 

has shifted. Boeing wants a 

bailout to stay afloat. Many 

small business owners - and 

employees - are not getting the 

same relief. And a look at the 

city's arts community gone 

dark.

Bill Radke

Medicine & 

Health coronavirus 3/18/2020 0:04:24 3-6:30pm

Hump day Coronavirus 

curve flattening

Kim Malcolm gets the latest 

COVID-19 update from Paige 

Browning

Kim Malcolm, 

Paige 

Browning, 

Andy Hurst
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Business, 

economics 

and finance employment 3/18/2020 0:06:41 noon

What do you do when 

your employer shuts 

down?

Restaurants across the state 

are closed due to the 

coronavirus outbreak. Where 

does that leave their 

employees?

Bill Radke, 

Sarah 

Leibovitz

Arts & Life restaurants 3/18/2020 0:05:29 noon

What it's like to run a 

restaurant right now

Restaurants across the state 

are closed to in-house dining. 

So where does that leave 

restaurant owners? 

Bill Radke, 

Sarah 

Leibovitz

Medicine & 

Health employment 3/19/2020 0:03:58 5-9am

Laid off in Seattle and 

thinking about the future

Karen and Jay are friends. They 

go out with other friends every 

week and share details about 

their lives. Now, they get to 

share something else: Like 

many people in the age of 

coronavirus, they've both been 

laid off. Joshua 

McNichols
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Arts & Life culture 3/19/2020 0:04:42 3-6:30pm

When cultural venues 

close, artists move online

Governor Jay Inslee's public 

gathering restrictions are 

wreaking economic havoc in 

what was once a thriving, multi-

million dollar cultural sector.

To put it in perspective, last 

year almost 9 million Puget 

Sound residents went to arts 

events or science exhibitions; 

compare that to the 3.1 million 

who attended professional 

sports competitions here.

Marcie 

Sillman, Kim 

Malcolm

Business, 

economics 

and finance

food and 

drink 3/19/2020 0:07:50 5-9am Seattle bar owner says 

You've had a rough day, maybe 

you'd like to unwind at the 

neighborhood bar. But with 

coronavirus closures, that's just 

not an option. And owners of 

those hangouts are struggling. Angela King, 

Kim Shepard

Medicine & 

Health coronavirus 3/19/2020 0:04:37 3-6:30pm

The coronavirus crisis 

response Thursday editon

Officials in the Seattle area 

continue to ask people to stay 

at home as much as possible. 

Coronavirus cases are 

increasing each day, and public 

health officials believe we are 

not close to the peak yet.

Kim Malcolm, 

Paige 

Browning, 

Andy Hurst
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Medicine & 

Health legislation 3/19/2020 0:07:00 3-6:30pm

Free testing and 

expanded paid sick leave 

for everyone?

United States Sen. Patty 

Murray (D-WA) is proposing a 

bill that would expand paid sick 

leave to all workers. Kim Malcolm, 

Andy Hurst

Education equity 3/19/2020 0:53:31

7pm & 

11pm

Feminism v. Patriarchy 

(Psst! It's not Women v. 

Men)

Confronting the drip, drip, drip 

of everyday sexism.

John O'Brien

Business, 

economics 

and finance retirement 3/20/2020 0:04:04 5-9am

What do do when your 

retirement plan goes up in 

smoke

Amy and Walt were just about 

to retire. Then, the biggest 

point loss ever for the Dow 

Jones Industrial Average hit, 

and their retirement plan went 

up in smoke for the second 

time in just over a decade.

David Hyde

Medicine & 

Health coronavirus 3/20/2020 0:51:25 noon

We're social distancing 

this week

Bill Radke talks coronavirus 

and the Washington state 

legislature with Allison 

Williams of Seattle Met, 

Charles Mudede of The 

Stranger, and D.J. Wilson of 

Washington State Wire and 

State of Reform.

Bill Radke
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Medicine & 

Health coronavirus 3/20/2020 0:51:25 noon COVID behind bars

How will the elderly and 

immunocompromised 

incarcerated population 

weather COVID-19? You've had 

a lot of questions lately: for 

some of them, the mayor has 

your answers. Will there be 

food shortages? And how you 

can help further Seattle kids' 

education.

Bill Radke

Business, 

economics 

and finance coronavirus 3/20/2020 0:02:47 3-6:30pm

TGIF? The self-quarantine 

edition

We debrief the Coronavirus 

crisis at the end of a very long 

week

Kim Malcolm, 

Paige 

Browning, 

Andy Hurst

Medicine & 

Health employment 3/20/2020 0:05:10 3-6:30pm

The search for security 

amidst record-breaking 

unemployment

Daily new claims that are equal 

to, or in excess, of an entire 

week during the peak weeks of 

the 2008 2009 recession'

Kim Malcolm, 

Andy Hurst

Medicine & 

Health coronavirus 3/20/2020 0:03:58 3-6:30pm

Hallway serenades: WA 

nursing homes battle 

virus and 'social isolation.'

In nursing homes across 

Washington State, daily 

routines of meals, exercise and 

visitors have given way to 

precautions over the 

coronavirus. With families 

separated from their loved 

ones, employees are trying to 

manage anxiety on all sides

Amy Radil
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Medicine & 

Health coronavirus 3/23/2020 0:51:17 noon

A virologist answers your 

questions about 

coronavirus

What have scientists learned 

about the novel coronavirus? 

WA congressman Derek Kilmer 

on the stalled coronavirus 

stimulus bill in the U.S. Senate. 

And how a group of restaurant 

owners and workers are 

gathering in a virtual support 

group. Bill Radke

Medicine & 

Health coronavirus 3/23/2020 0:04:16 3-6:30pm

Stormy Monday 

Coronavirus update

Paige Browning shares what 

we know about the 

Washington state coronavirus 

outbreak today.

Kim Malcolm, 

Paige 

Browning, 

Andy Hurst

Medicine & 

Health arts and life 3/23/2020 0:05:14 3-6:30pm

Finding support and 

kindness in the 

Coronavirus 

neighborhood

KUOW's Community 

Engagement team looks for the 

helpers

Kim Malcolm, 

Zaki Barak 

Hamid, Andy 

Hurst

Arts & Life equity 3/24/2020 0:48:20

7pm & 

11pm

Drawing the line on 

progress, for certain 

citizens

The legacy of redlining in 

Seattle John O'Brien

Medicine & 

Health coronavirus 3/24/2020 0:04:35 5-9am

Washington hospitals are 

hoping for the best, 

preparing for the worst

The region's hospitals are 

bracing themselves for what 

they're hoping WON'T come: a 

big surge in patients sick with 

COVID-19.

Anna Boiko-

Weyrauch, 

Angela King
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Medicine & 

Health coronavirus 3/24/2020 0:04:39 5-9am

Here' what Washington 

stay at home order means

Washington Gov. Jay Inslee has 

issued a statewide order for 

residents to stay at home for at 

least two weeks. But there are 

some exceptions.

Austin 

Jenkins, 

Angela King

Medicine & 

Health coronavirus 3/24/2020 0:33:13 noon

King County Executive on 

the county's response to 

coronavirus

King County Executive Dow 

Constantine clarifies what the 

new stay-at-home order from 

Governor Inslee means for the 

county.

Bill Radke

Medicine & 

Health coronavirus 3/24/2020 0:51:09 noon

King County Executive 

takes your calls on 

coronavirus

What does Governor Inslee's 

stay-at-home order mean for 

you? How is Washington state 

ramping up testing? And how 

one woman is helping her 

neighbors during the crisis. Bill Radke
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Medicine & 

Health coronavirus 3/24/2020 0:04:17 3-6:30pm

Seattle's essential workers 

face risks, 

Essential workers 'workers that 

many of us take for granted 

'are now on the front lines of 

the fight against the 

coronavirus.Because they can't 

work from home.

The list of essential workers 

approved by Governor Jay 

Inslee includes health care 

workers of course, but it also 

includes many other types of 

jobs. KUOW's Joshua 

McNichols checked in with a 

few essential workers to see 

how they're feeling about their 

jobs right now. Joshua 

McNichols

Medicine & 

Health coronavirus 3/24/2020 0:05:34 noon

So can you get tested or 

not?

Do we have the capacity to test 

more people for the 

coronavirus? Or are we still in 

the midst of a testing 

shortage?

Bill Radke, 

Sarah 

Leibovitz

Medicine & 

Health health 3/24/2020 0:04:34 3-6:30pm

Lockdown Tuesday: 

Define 'essential'

Paige Browning gives us the 

latest coronavirus response 

update

Kim Malcolm, 

Paige 

Browning, 

Andy Hurst
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Medicine & 

Health outdoors 3/25/2020 0:51:58 noon

Should you go hiking right 

now?

What people should know 

before heading out on the 

trails. A Whidbey Island mayor 

on tourists during the 

coronavirus outbreak. And the 

president of the Seattle Port 

Commission takes your calls 

about the airport and cruise 

season.

Bill Radke

Medicine & 

Health coronavirus 3/25/2020 0:07:53 noon

Time to head to the 

countryside?

Wondering if you should head 

to your summer home or a BnB 

somewhere out of the way? 

The Mayor of Langley shares 

his thoughts

Bill Radke, 

Sarah 

Leibovitz

Medicine & 

Health hospitals 3/25/2020 0:07:10 3-6:30pm

Preparations underway to 

triage a worst-case 

scenario

This is really serious. It's like 

war. We need to act like we're 

at war.'

Kim Malcolm, 

Andy Hurst

Arts & Life coronavirus 3/25/2020 0:04:27 3-6:30pm A hush falls over Seattle

Long gone is Seattle's 

maddening morning commute. 

Popular beaches and parks sit 

emptied out and blocked off. 

Vibrant neighborhood main 

streets, hushed.

Joshua 

McNichols, 

Esmy 

Jimenez, 

David Hyde

Agricutlure 

and 

environment business 3/26/2020 0:03:39 5-9am Vertical farming

In a Kirkland QFC, herbs and 

greens are growing inside what 

looks like a big refrigerator lit 

with soft purple light.

Eilis O'Neill
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Arts & Life food 3/26/2020 0:04:10 3-6:30pm

This Seattle restaurant is 

closed, but the kitchen is 

open to feed the 

community

When a restaurant shuts down, 

there's more to it than turning 

off the lights. There are still 

plenty to deal with, including 

using up uncooked food and 

fresh ingredients. Many chefs 

are turning them to meals for 

those in need. One of them is 

Melissa Miranda, chef owner 

of Musang in Seattle's Beacon 

Hill neighborhood.

Ruby de Luna

Medicine & 

Health coronavirus 3/26/2020 0:06:13 3-6:30p,

Was Grandma Patient 0 

for coronavirus at Life 

Care? A family weighs the 

evidence

Grandma lay on the bed, her 

eyes open and vacant. She 

wore a thin white hospital 

smock dotted with small 

flowers and held her 

granddaughter's hand as 

afternoon light enveloped the 

room.

Isolde Raftery

Medicine & 

Health cancer 3/26/2020 0:04:12 5-9am

Coronavirus outbreak 

means tough decisions for 

cancer patients, 

physicians

As cancer patients throughout 

the country face a two-

pronged attack from cancer 

and COVID-19, they and their 

physicians are facing tough 

decisions. Kate Walters

Education coronavirus 3/26/2020 0:51:24 noon

How Seattle schools are 

prepping for distance 

learning

Seattle Public Schools 

Superintendent Denise Juneau 

and Seattle Mayor Jenny 

Durkan

Bill Radke
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Politics & 

government books 3/26/2020 1:02:28

7pm & 

11pm

E.J. Dionne to liberal and 

moderate anti-Trumpers: 

Pick a lane

Dionne's latest book is Code 

Red: How Progressives and 

Moderates Can Unite to Save 

Our Country. As the subtitle 

suggests, he's urging anti-

Trumpers to come together or 

risk re-electing him. John O'Brien

Medicine & 

Health coronavirus 3/26/2020 0:04:33 3-6:30pm

Stay-at-home Thursday: A 

massive wave of 

unemployment claims

The latest developments in the 

coronavirus crisis

Kim Malcolm, 

Paige 

Browning, 

Andy Hurst

Education coronavirus 3/26/2020 0:05:31 3-6:30pm

Washington state sets 

Monday deadline to get 

students back to learning

The challenges of outbreak-

related long distance schooling

Ann Dornfeld, 

Kim Malcolm

Medicine & 

Health coronavirus 3/27/2020 0:21:58 noon

Seattle Mayor takes your 

calls about coronavirus

Seattle Mayor Jenny Durkan is 

back for our weekly check-in 

on how the city is handling the 

coronavirus crisis. Bill Radke, 

Alison Bruzek
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Arts & Life

arts and 

culture 3/27/2020 0:04:43 3-6:30pm

Coronavirus played havoc 

with his festival, so Seattle 

artist Xavier Lopez Jr. 

brought the festival to his 

bedroom

Xavier Lopez Jr. wears many 

hats.

He writes a culture blog for the 

Seattle Post-Intelligencer.

He holds down a day job to pay 

the bills.

And - a multi-media Latinx 

performance artist and 

conceptual sculptor.

Marcie 

Sillman, Kim 

Malcolm

Business, 

economics 

and finance health 3/27/2020 0:06:06 5-9am No more haircuts 

It's said that the beauty 

industry does well in an 

economic downturn. Some 

economists even calling it 

recession-proof. But does 

COVID-19 upend that theory?

Angela King

Politics & 

government elections 3/27/2020 0:05:17 5-9am COVID-19 crisis 

As the COVID-19 pandemic 

reshapes our lives, it's also 

changing things on the 

campaign trail. Angela King

Medicine & 

Health shopping 3/27/2020 0:04:33 3-6:30pm

Grocery shopping during 

the coronavirus

Around the region, we've seen 

evidence of panic-buying at 

grocery stores: empty shelves 

or a low supply of certain 

items. It's as if people are 

shopping out of fear that items 

won't be restocked. Should we 

be concerned? Ruby de Luna, 

Kim Malcolm
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Medicine & 

Health coronavirus 3/27/2020 0:51:11 noon Triage  Mental 

Bill Radke talks the week in 

coronavirus news with Karen 

Weise of the New York Times, 

Marcus Green of the South 

Seattle Emerald, and Knute 

Berger of Crosscut.

Bill Radke, 

Sarah 

Leibovitz

Government coronavirus 3/27/2020 0:04:54 3-6:30pm

Stimulus Friday: $3 billion 

in federal funds coming to 

Washington state

Paige Browning has the latest 

on the coronavirus crisis

Kim Malcolm, 

Paige 

Browning, 

Andy Hurst

Arts & Life culture 3/30/2020 0:03:47 5-9am

His jobs disappeared, but 

this tenor is still singing

Robert MacPherson has been 

singing since he was a very 

young boy.

'I was a preacher's kid, I grew 

up singing gospel'• he says. Marcie 

Sillman

Medicine & 

Health coronavirus 3/30/2020 0:03:47 5-9am

Elderly caught in Seattle's 

coronavirus isolation 

remind us: 'Bad times 

don't last '

For Mary Hanson, the break in 

the coronavirus isolation came 

in the form of a hamburger. 

'We got a Kidd Valley burger, 

oh my God, that was so good,' 

she said.

Amy Radil

Arts & Life

entertainmen

t 3/30/2020 0:14:35 noon

What to watch with your 

new free time

There's a good chance you're 

suddenly finding yourself with 

a lot more time at home. So, 

what new TV shows should you 

dive into?

Bill Radke, 

Sarah 

Leibovitz
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Medicine & 

Health coronavirus 3/30/2020 0:05:10 5-9am

Going the distance on 

social distancing:  time to 

double down

Paige Browning talks to 

KUOW's Kate Walters about 

preparations for riding out the 

coronavirus pandemic. 

Paige 

Browning, 

Kate Walters, 

Andy Hurst

Education college 3/31/2020 0:03:56 3-6:30pm

College in the time of 

coronavirus  

College students across the 

country are adjusting to a new 

normal as classes move online. 

Many students have already 

moved back home with family. 

But some are still figuring out 

next steps. 

Esmy Jimenez

Education coronavirus 3/31/2020 0:04:17 5-9am

Distance learning is 

difficult for about

Eight-year-old Mariana Aceves 

does all her homework on her 

bed these days - because 

there's nowhere else to be. 

The bed fills the entire tiny 

home she shares with her 

mom, Lorena.

Eilis O'Neill

Medicine & 

Health

government, 

coronavirus 3/31/2020 0:04:23 3-6:30pm

Keep Calm, Hunker Down, 

Stay Healthy: Distance 

bends the curve

Keep calm, hunker down, stay 

healthy: Distance bends the 

curve 

Kim Malcolm, 

Paige 

Browning, 

Andy Hurst
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Medicine & 

Health science 3/31/2020 0:50:45 noon

Is what we're doing 

working? Social 

distancing, by the 

numbers.

What do the models say about 

our current policies? County 

Executive Constantine takes 

your calls. An ICU doctor 

shares what it's like inside the 

COVID-19 isolation wing. And a 

90-year-old woman who didn't 

expect to survive the disease, 

but did.

Bill Radke

Medicine & 

Health coronavirus 3/31/2020 0:10:36 noon

A look inside 

Harborview's COVID-19 

ICU

What's it like inside the ICU 

where COVID-19 patients are 

tested and cared for?

Bill Radke, 

Adwoa 

Gyimah-

Brempong

Medicine & 

Health

entertainmen

t 3/31/2020 0:50:54 noon Quarantine TV

Now's the time to binge watch 

all those Netflix shows you 

were planning to get to when 

you had the time. What's in the 

stimulus package? And what 

do we know about the virus 

that causes COVID-19?

Bill Radke

Medicine & 

Health coronavirus 3/31/2020 0:16:26 noon

What we know about how 

the coronavirus works

An update from Columbia 

University virologist Angela 

Rasmussen.

Bill Radke, 

Adwoa 

Gyimah-

Brempong
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